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Why are we here?  

Take Part Foundation raises money to support research for rare pediatric diseases. We aspire to give hope to 
families who have children with rare diseases and/or unknown diagnosis and let them “take part” in the fight. 
Often, families feel sidelined and helpless, dependent on others to do something – anything, to make progress that 
might help their child. 

Take Part Foundation bridges the funding gap for projects, helping researchers studying rare pediatric diseases 
make enough progress to publish their findings and apply for larger grants to sustain the research. 

  

Who is our target audience(s)?  

▪ Matt & Maria’s Granados network 

▪ Wealthy and/or influential people who have/had a child (or who’s life has been touched by a child) in this 

position. 

▪ Foundations/Faith-based Organizations/Corporations who’s missions align. 

▪ Families/friends of children fighting rare diseases 

▪ Doctors and researchers 

  

What is our insight?  

Rare is more common that we think.  

Nearly 10K rare pediatric diseases exist (assuming they can be diagnosed), affecting more than 30+ million 
children/families. 

There’s a gap in resources and funding for these research studies; traditional funding resources simply don’t exist 
because they don’t make economic sense (ie Big Pharma). As a result, research for cures or advances for these 
diseases often experience stops and starts that push progress by years, if at all.  
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What beliefs and/or behaviors do we want to affect?  
▪ These children are fighters/warriors; we are fighters/warriors. 

▪ You don’t have to be sidelined. There is something you can do.  

▪ Help children and families “let their fight shine.” 

▪ Join us. Make a difference. (influence, donate, advocate) 

▪ Fight for a path forward for these children and families. 

 

What is the single most important thing our content must communicate?  

Rare is more common than we think. Join us and take part in the fight. 
  

Why should they believe it? Why should they care? 

 

Don’t be sidelined. There’s a path to “letting your fight shine.”    



 
 
 

What should the tone of voice or personality be? 

▪ Strong 
▪ Courageous 
▪ Spiritual 
▪ Inclusive 
▪ Hopeful 

 
 

 

How/where/when can we reach our targeted audience(s)?  
▪ Personal visits/outreach (modular presentation deck) 

▪ Website/Landing Page/Facebook Page 

▪ Branded Shareable Digital Content 

 

What does success look like?  

▪ Raising $250K to fund Project 0001: PyroXD1 

▪ Attracing an influential advisory board who will donate, advocate and create connections/access 

What are the mandatories?   

 


